GRAMSCI IN THE MIRROR OF ITALIAN FASCISM:
MUSSOLINI, GENTILE, SPIRITO

The book of an Hegelian idealist, Giovanni Gentile, The Philosophy of Marx is noteworthy. The author deals with some important aspects of Marx's materialist dialectics which usually escape the attention of the Kantians, Positivists, etc.

V.I. Lenin, 1913

I. Introduction

Conventional readings in the field of Marxist thought have come to define Antonio Gramsci as the premier Italian thinker within a set of Marxist theoreticians spanning "from Lukács to Habermas." Such points of reference, comprehensive and relevant though they may be, were foreign to the real world in which Gramsci lived and reduce his thought to one part of a broader, Marxian history of ideas. Yes, scholarly preoccupation with Gramsci's concepts of hegemony, war of position, and historical bloc have helped to organize and popularize his thought, but have not always served the best interests of intellectual history. By isolating Gramsci from his indigenous political culture in these ways, we misinterpret this history and impoverish, in turn, some of his own ideas. As a journalist and party leader, Gramsci's political formulas were a response to the events of 1914-1921 and to developments within Italian neo-idealistism, both of which gave shape to the assumptions and aspirations which Gramsci made his own.

Indeed, Antonio Gramsci's place within Italian neo-idealism, and the more specific dynamics between Gramsci, Antonio Labriola, and Benedetto Croce, have become staple parts of the literature. Richard Bellamy's Modern Italian Social Theory has most recently added to this literature with its novel review of historical context, and the corresponding dialogue on theoretical issues in which Pareto, Mosca, Labriola, Gentile, Croce, and Gramsci all took part. Yet what has remained largely absent from the English-language scholarship is an integrated view of Gramsci's relationship with the varieties of Italian fascism, by which we mean not only Mussolini's early socialism, but Giovanni Gentile's actual idealism and Ugo Spirito's integral corporativism.

If indeed Gramsci's attraction to Mussolini was only momentary, his appreciation for Gentile's and Spirito's social theories was enduring. Together they defined and redefined philosophies of actual idealism which informed Gramsci's communism as much as Gentile's and
Spirito’s corporatism. The empty spaces which inhabit Gramsci’s writings, the spoken and unspoken assumptions which he shared with these two figures, need to be explored in order to discover that which was self-evident to Gramsci, but that which does not remain self-evident to us.

II. Rival Strategies of Revolutionary Socialism?

The Italian Socialist Party (PSI, Partito Socialista Italiano) should have welcomed the new year of 1920 as the moment of completion of the “red years” of post-war debate and protest. Instead, 1920 marked the beginning of the demise of the Left establishment. Once the heralded duce of the pre-war PSI, Benito Mussolini understood well that the failures of 1920 resulted from the fragmentation within Italian syndicalism, which he saw as “roving and oscillating in a kind of epileptic dance between laborist corporativism, traditionalism, and the disguise of Russian insurrectionism.” For all their journalistic flair, Mussolini’s words reveal the peculiar dynamics within socialism and syndicalism in post-war Italy, dynamics out of which Antonio Gramsci and the Ordine Nuovo group emerged to forge and take leadership over the Italian Communist Party (PCI, Partito Comunista Italiano).

The shared voluntarism, interventionism, and productivism between the young Mussolini and the young Gramsci need not imply guilt by association, nor parallel these men so as to target what some scholars have termed Gramsci’s early “idealism” corruptions. We need to reconstruct, in part, that “ensemble of relations” through which Gramsci came to self-identity. For both early “Mussolinian fascism” and “Gramscian communism” developed on the same ideological and political ground, struggled against the inertia of institutional socialism and were rivals for the allegiance of the urban proletariat.

So forceful were Mussolini’s rhetoric and personality that he captivated the youth of the PSI between 1912 and 1914. His supporters within the fasci of the party youth groups were collectively known as “mussoliniani,” among them the future leaders of the Communist Party: Amadeo Bordiga, Angelo Tasca, Gramsci, Palmiro Togliatti. Bordiga and Tasca actively contributed articles to Mussolini’s theoretical journal, *Utopia*. Gramsci and Togliatti retained their “mussolinismo” even into late 1914, months after their mentor’s betrayal of the party. Indeed, Tasca, Gramsci, and Togliatti were all zealous supporters of Mussolini’s revolutionary socialism, a heady mix of Sorelian syndicalism and Bergsonian voluntarism, as Croce defined it. When combined in the minds of these young university students with both the activist humanism of the journal, *La Voce* (1912-1914), and the southernism of Gaetano Salvemini, this “mussolinismo” made for a unique blend of revolutionary socialism.

Thus, Gramsci’s support for Mussolini’s interventionism in 1914 was not, as one biographer has claimed, a “faux pas,” but was one phase in a critical process by which the impassioned young radical became the mature thinker. By way of “Active and Operative Neutrality,” an article appearing in Turin’s *Il grido del popolo* on 31 October 1914, Gramsci made his first and perhaps most controversial foray into political journalism. In support of Mussolini’s own interventionist article in *Avanti!* of 18 October, entitled “From Absolute Neutrality to Active and Operative Neutrality,” Gramsci agreed that the PSI was not simply aligned to an international class movement, but was also “autonomous,” “also Italian,” with a right to forge its
own path. In both style and substance, Gramsci drew inspiration from Mussolini's own rhetoric. He was prepared, following Mussolini, to allow the bourgeoisie to fight its war, reveal the bankruptcy and illegitimacy of its rule, and thereby prepare for the ascension of the proletariat to national leadership.

Although he did not continue to reveal his pro-war sympathies as openly as did Mussolini, Gramsci's article was interpreted by the socialist community as implicitly "interventionist," "mussolinian," and "bergsonian" in its exaltation of the creative will in history, labels which would haunt Gramsci for much of his life. If Mussolini was shunned by the party altogether, Gramsci quietly remained a member, although now under the cloud of his youthful exuberance. Yet even though their paths began to diverge, both Mussolini's and Gramsci's interventionist statements were watersheds in the history of Italian socialism. For Mussolini's break with the party accelerated his critique of PSI neutralism and his definition of a rival revolutionary socialism. Gramsci's interventionist interlude marked the beginning, however insecure, of his own critique of PSI neutralism, one which he continued to elaborate both during and after the war. In 1921 Gramsci and the communists rallied against the same neutralism toward the domestic revolution which the PSI had directed earlier toward the European war, and against which Mussolini himself had begun his own struggle.

Indeed, two strains of revolutionary socialism coalesced in the spring of 1919: Fascismo in Milan under Mussolini's leadership, and Ordinovismo in Turin partly under Gramsci's guidance. Granted, Mussolini's Fascismo moved ever more away from the leftist "fascism of the first hour" which had earlier informed him. Yet for a time both movements aimed for a revolution of producers, a profound renovation of social and industrial relationships: ideals of productive labor which had their roots, in part, in Marx's thought. For Marx's ideal man was an integral link in a new society of producers, which was destined to regulate industry rather than remain a passive object of its whims. Drawing their inspiration from Marx and from Italian syndicalism, Mussolini and Gramsci shared this fascination with the vitality of modern industry and this vision of a coming economic democracy. Mussolini actively promoted "national syndicalism" and "economic democracy" throughout 1918-1920 and even gave explicit support to the principle of workers' control and to the workers' occupation of Turin's factories in September 1920, which was directed in part by Gramsci's Ordine Nuovo group.

The nexus between Italian syndicalism, fascism and communism is highlighted here not to make recriminating comparisons, but to draw into sharper relief what might be called the politics of proximity: the degree to which Mussolini and Gramsci defined and redefined their ideologies in point of comparison and contrast with each other, and against the common backdrop of post-World War I Italy. Constant reference to the political and ideological differences between the two parties, and the exchange of polemics between them, can be misleading. Italian fascism and communism were engaged in a more sophisticated dialogue, a contest for hegemony over a common patrimony and political language. Gramsci's categories of hegemony, war of position, and historical bloc were as much a response to fascism as to capitalism, a response to that "powerful system of fortresses and earthworks" which came to dominate Italian life in the 1920s. Gramsci's Communism, his turn to mass politics and his attachment to such idealis-
tic categories, was proper to the circumstances in which he developed and found himself. Rivals have a way of understanding each other, all the more because of their rivalry.

III. Marxism as the Philosophy of Praxis

Mussolini’s productivism, as we know, paled before Gramsci’s, who had much richer local (Turinese) and international (Soviet Russian) movements from which to draw. Indeed, lacking a critical awareness of his own, Mussolini was incidental to a process of revisionist Marxism in which Giovanni Gentile, Antonio Gramsci, and Ugo Spirito all took part. Yet these voices, which have been excluded from the conventional readings, and with whom Gramsci engaged in debate, need to be given more room to speak. Their dialogue with Gramsci, much more than Mussolini’s alignments and realignments, highlights the proximity of theoretical insights between Gramscian communism and Italian fascism.

Their exclusion from the scholarship first resulted, in part, from veiled attempts by Gramsci himself to quiet them, who in his prison writings set up Benedetto Croce as his main interlocutor, and set apart Antonio Labriola as the true founder of a uniquely Italian “philosophy of praxis.” Mainstream interpretations both in Italy and in the United States have, with good reason, followed Gramsci’s lead and focused on his relationship with Croce and Labriola. Gramsci, we know, was influenced by a whole tradition of neo-idealism and anti-positivism which he appropriated, by degrees, to give shape to his own thought. Labriola and Croce were indeed key influences on Gramsci’s project for the renewal of politics and culture, a search for that “sounder and truer rationalism” in philosophy and politics, in Croce’s words.14

Gentile’s influence on Gramsci has been subject, more often than not, to partisan readings, which have aimed to discredit Gramsci rather than define him. The extent to which American scholars have ignored the serious studies on this issue, casually dismissing the Gentile factor out of hand, is even more distressing.15 Yet Gramsci drew sustenance from the one concept, Marxism as a “philosophy of praxis,” which Gentile defined with special clarity and force in his La filosofia di Marx of 1899. This study was the fourth in a series of works, begun by Labriola and continued by Croce, discussing Marxism as an “historical materialism,” and surely was the most penetrating of all of them with its radically revisionist definition of Marxism. Thus Gentile’s work needs to be read in conjunction with Labriola’s Del materialismo storico (1896) and Discorrendo di socialismo e di filosofia (1898), whose insights on history and philosophy Gentile extracted and elaborated upon; and with Croce’s Materialismo storico ed economia marxistica (1899), whose contention that Marxism was not a philosophy, but simply a new approach to the study of economics and history, Gentile eloquently denied.16

Lenin himself recognized the importance of Gentile’s reflections in the 1899 work, as our introductory quotation suggests. Brief though this quotation may be, it nonetheless does highlight the relevance of Gentile’s work for Marxist theory, and more specifically for Lenin’s own philosophical understanding of Marxism and historical materialism. The quotation begs more questions than we can answer here. For example, how may Gentile’s work be projected onto the debates about philosophy and revolution, proletarian culture and economy, in which V.I. Lenin, A.A. Bogdanov, and Antonio Gramsci all participated?17 Might we even propose
that Gramsci was more the true Leninist (the Lenin of the Philosophical Notebooks) not because of the few political or polemical works which he read, but because of his own critical reading of Gentile.\textsuperscript{18} We owe Lenin's insight an attempt at explanation: why did Gentile's work attract his interest?

Gentile's remarks on Marxism (as a political institution) were, in part, not very flattering. In the best tradition of Italian neo-idealism (Spaventa, Jaja), he launched a critique of Marxism's "metaphysical materialism." In part, this was an indirect attack on the determinism and orthodoxy of Engels and the Second International. Gentile argued — not without a note of sarcasm — that in contrasting matter (the relative) with the Hegelian Idea (the absolute), the "hegelian communists" posited matter and Idea in "two enemy camps, one armed against the other." What was even more troubling, continued Gentile, the crude Marxian materialists substituted matter — the "materialism" of historical materialism — for Idea, transforming what was a relative, \textit{a posteriori} into an absolute, \textit{a priori}. Hence the "absurdity: of making an a priori out of that which is empirical, of calling a priori determinable that which must be restored to experience." When matter became such a transcendent given, part of a "metaphysic (necessary and absolute science) of the real," argued Gentile, the dialectic lost its dynamism, which was the power of thought (intelligence) over matter. Marxism in this respect, he concluded, amounted to a misunderstanding of the dialectic, which was not a didactic duality nor an absolute science, but a unity and a becoming: praxis.\textsuperscript{19}

Gentile understood that a resolution to this misunderstanding was contained precisely in Marx's own notion of \textit{praxis}, elaborated most powerfully in the Theses on Feuerbach. More than a simple materialism, Gentile understood Marx's own Marxism as a rough, "immanent" idealism, an \textit{historical} materialism containing a "concrete reality" and "concrete conceptions" all its own (hence not really a materialism at all). For Marx, as for Gentile, the philosophy of praxis presumed the unity of thinking and doing. Knowledge was a "continuous development," meaning an activity by which the individual or society (as subject) made language, or ideas, or education, or circumstances real (as object) by understanding them, embracing them, recreating them. Or as Gentile summarized:

There is the society which educates, and there is the society which is educated: this same society, which is already educated, returns to educate. All education is consequently a praxis of society, a continuous activity of man, who grows (\textit{crescitur}), so to speak, and grows again (\textit{concrescit}). Man educates, thereby educating himself, and bit by bit his own capacity for education grows ever more. In this way, if circumstances form the man, and are themselves formed by man, it is always man who works upon determining circumstances, which then react back upon him.\textsuperscript{20}

Idea and matter, subject and object, educator and educated, were thus not separate entities, but a continuous unity made possible by man. Marx's simple novelty was to define the historical subject not, in the manner of Hegel, as "spirit, ideal activity"; but as "sense, material activity" (\textit{sinnliche Thatigkeit}). For Marx, reality was a "subjective production of man; therefore a production of sensitive activity." Thus in place of spirit, ideal activity (the rational mind) Marx posited sensible, material activity (society-economy). Yet praxis, consciousness in
history in continuous development, was still common to both.\textsuperscript{21}

Indeed, Marx carried this translation of the dialectical subject further to mean the proletariat, as social individual, immersed in a historical situation and economic reality which formed it, and which it was charged to revolutionize. Thus praxis meant not only the unity of thinking and doing, but the unity of theory and practice as well, a moral imperative to project the immanent dialectic of subject-object back into history. The task of the social individual was to understand the world so as to change it. The Marxian principle of a “reversing” or “revolutionizing praxis” (\textit{rovesciamento della prassi}, in Gentile’s words), one of activity and creation over abstract philosophizing, followed precisely from the immanent dialectic. Praxis placed consciousness — the social individual for Marx, the “educated-educator” (\textit{educatoeducatrice}) for Gentile — at the center of history, as the motive force of the dialectic itself.\textsuperscript{22}

Gentile came to fashion the unity of thinking and doing, theory and practice, already key insights of Italian neo-idealism from Vico through Spaventa to Labriola, into actual idealism. He soon moved toward a reform of the Hegelian dialectic in more “absolute idealist” terms (as Gramsci called them), a reform for which Marxism (as metaphysical materialism) was unfit, to the extent that it was a historical materialism with its emphasis on the materialism rather than on the historical, and so remained an “eclecticism of contradictory elements.”\textsuperscript{23}

Yet Giovanni Gentile is central to our new reading of Gramsci not because he set himself apart from, but because he was continuous with the thought of Hegel through Marx. True, Gentile fashioned in time what has become known as a conservative, right Hegelian philosophy of life. He became infamous as the theoretician and ideologue of Italian fascism, promoter of the notions of “ethical” and “totalitarian” nation-state: the arch-enemy of Gramsci’s \textit{Prison Notebooks}. Yet he also appreciated political economy, or what Spirito called the “communism” or “humanism of labor” of Gentile’s \textit{Genesis and Structure of Society}, a late restatement of the early positions in \textit{La filosofia di Marx}. Gentile’s reform of the Hegelian dialectic into actual idealism amounted, in another sense, to his own lifelong theory of “permanent revolution,” an “eternal self-criticism.”\textsuperscript{24}

These categories were but manifestations of a deeper current in his thought, which combined the best of Hegelian and Marxian idealism. With Hegel and Marx, Gentile looked for the reintegration of creative man into society and history by way of a new collective consciousness. His emphasis on praxis, on greater personal and popular participation in social life, we have seen, complemented Marx’s own \textit{Theses on Feuerbach}, which likewise stressed a “socialized humanity,” an “educated-educator,” as well as the need to interpret the world only so as to change it. As Biagio De Giovanni has written, for Italians of the pre-war era, the \textit{Theses} were “the privileged text for discussing the novelty of Marx the philosopher.”\textsuperscript{25} By way of \textit{La filosofia di Marx}, Gentile was their first Italian translator and important commentator.

Gramsci and Spirito were “left Gentileans,” though at different points in their careers and to different degrees, because they accepted this italicante reading of Marx, as well as the actualist mindset which followed from it. They thereby expressed what was universal in Gentile: the unity of thinking with doing, or the superiority of well-informed, purposeful, ethical activity. Both Gramsci and Spirito elaborated upon this actual idealism in uniquely different
ways, devising in turn alternative models of Italian communism.

IV. Actualism Redefined

Gramsci's references in the prison writings to Marxism as "the philosophy of praxis" were more than a ruse to evade prison censors, more than a simple recapitulation from Labriola. We know that Gramsci had not only begun to read Marx's available works in French by 1917, but had also begun reading Giovanni Gentile (La filosofia di Marx, as well as the Teoria generale dello spirito come atto puro), appropriating Gentile's terminology and worldview into his own journalistic writings. Gramsci's reading of Gentile should be no less embarrassing than his reading of Mussolini, both of which occurred before the advent of fascism. Indeed, whatever Gramsci may have originally shared with them, or appropriated from them, he soon came to fit into his own framework.

Gentile's actual idealism became one of Gramsci's most useful tools in his first critiques of positivism, which had become such a favorite target of the avant-garde on the Italian intellectual scene of the turn of the century, and which understood man as a mere object in history, upon whom the mechanical laws of economy and society moved. Gentilean notions of man as "above all spirit, i.e., a creation of history and not of nature," fortified Gramsci's voluntarism as early as 1916, providing him with a philosophical antidote to the unwieldy voluntarism of the day (Marinetti, D'Annunzio, Mussolini), as well as a protective to Croce's own derisive view of Marxism. And if Gramsci the Marxist thinker came to appreciate more and more after the 1920s the significance of nature, economy, and necessity in his writings, he still saw them from a Gentilean frame of reference: spirit entering into dialectic relations with nature so as to control it; man's "faith in 'determinism'" and necessity itself becoming a moral imperative, a "stimulus to conscious action."  

In "Socialism and 'Actual' Philosophy" of February 1918, Gramsci recognized Gentile as the most important thinker on the Italian scene, one whose actualism had the capacity to reinvigorate the Italian socialist movement.

His system of philosophy is the latest development of German idealism, which had its culmination in Hegel, Karl Marx's teacher, and is the negation of every transcendentalism, the identification of philosophy with history, with the act of thought, in which the true and the fact are unified in a dialectical progression never definite nor perfect. Gentile's actualism inspired Gramsci's own project for the elevation of the proletariat through education and cultural organization, as evidenced by Gramsci's collaboration with Attilio Carena (another Gentilean disciple) in the club di vita morale of Turin. In Gramsci's view, proletarian unity was not merely a physical achievement, but was a spiritual bond as well: "mutual support in the work of individual perfection, it is reciprocal education and reciprocal control," the basis for the "independence of the masses from the intellectuals." This principle of "reciprocal education and reciprocal control" is characteristically Gentilean, to the extent that Gentile distilled it from Marx's third thesis on Feuerbach, "the educator must himself be educated"; from Labriola's writings, "to think is to produce . . . to learn is to produce by reproduction"; and turned it into his own sense of "educators who are educated, and the educated who educate."
Gramsci himself applied this insight as an operating principle of the *Prison Notebooks* — on man’s capacity to build upon and redirect knowledge (in one’s self and in others) so as to better understand and control one’s self and one’s world.

Indeed, Gramsci applied Gentile’s principles throughout his later writings: both in his general notes on philosophy and in his more specific critiques of Croce and Bukharin: Marxism was presented as a self-sufficient philosophy, providing a whole new synthesis of idealism and materialism. The unity of theory and practice, philosophy and politics, philosophy and history, was an underlying theme. Most remarkably, Gramsci now defined the Marxian-Gentilean formula, “the education of the educator,” as a metaphor for the “unity of the process of the real,” by which “the superstructure reacts dialectically upon the structure and modifies it.” Here was one of the philosophical bases for Gramsci’s theory of hegemony. These themes amounted to a continuation of that project which Gramsci began after his first reading of Gentile: to renew Marx as an Hegelian philosopher, to surmount that “eclecticism of contradictory elements” which Gentile had once called Marxism.

Marxism was reworked by Gramsci, in effect, on the basis of Gentile’s philosophy. He characterized his own brand of Marxism as a completion and fulfillment of Hegelian idealism, and to that extent a correction and elaboration of Gentilean actualism, now freed from the latter’s “unilateral and fanatical ideological elements,” and truly immanent, active in the real world of forces and relations of production. Gramsci’s fusion corrected Gentile actual idealism by grounding it in Marxism (as Gentile himself seemed to do in *La filosofia di Marx*). Creativity now took shape in a “rational will” which both derived from and impacted upon a broader historical and social reality. Necessity, prediction, foresight — these determinist concepts now became functions of man’s creative will and intelligence in history. Here was a reform of the Hegelian dialectic in more proper, immanent terms, linking Gramsci to Marx and Labriola, to be sure, but through Gentile.

*La vita come ricerca* of 1937 represented Ugo Spirito’s own declaration of intellectual freedom from the actual idealism of Giovanni Gentile, with whom he had been closely associated since his days as a student of law and philosophy at the University of Rome (beginning in 1918). He may be best known, as a leading member of the “left Gentilean” group, for his failed attempt, at the Second Congress of Corporative and Syndical Studies (Ferrara, 1932), to implement his scheme of communistic “proprietary corporations.” In his early years, Spirito had found actualism to be an enlivening and encouraging force, a welcome reprieve from the normal curriculum of law and political economy. According to his interpretation of Gentilean actualism, life was not “fact,” nor a “structure to be defined one time and for all time,” but was “creative act, in continuous development.” Such a historicism denied all explanatory, metaphysical systems, given that they would be overcome by the very “creative process” in which man was engaged.

Beginning most significantly in 1927, Spirito began to break away from Gentile, establishing the journal, *Nuovi studi di diritto, economia, e politica* in order to define his own sense of actualism in more worldly scientific and economic terms. Spirito would even claim, in time,
that Gentile had betrayed his own standards, by defining the act within a system: the actualism of the *Teoria generale dello spirito come atto puro*. Thesis, antithesis, and synthesis now became a series of definite dialectical categories: art, religion, philosophy. Gentile thereby presumed to define reality “one time for all, in its eternal and immutable structure, in its constant laws without exception.” He presumed “to know the whole and to describe it as transcending time and space.” Actual idealism, which Gentile went on to characterize as the theoretical basis for the ethical state of Italian fascism, became a philosophy *cum* ideology. And Gentile was its caretaker, in possession of the truth.

Against this relapse to metaphysics, and worse yet ideology, Spirito advanced the theory of the problematic, *la vita come ricerca* (life as inquiry), following the logic of the indefinability of the act. The central premise of problematicism understood the dialectic as a problem and contradiction rather than as thesis and antithesis leading to a synthetic solution (in the apparent manner of Gentile). Synthesis was not a “definitive conclusion,” but was itself the thesis of a whole new antithesis. Spirito was not seeking some grand reform of the Hegelian dialectic as much as beginning to understand the Hegelian “negation of the negation” as a metaphor for life itself. He positioned the “problematicism of life” against the “calm optimism” of the “definitive synthesis.” “To think means to object,” wrote Spirito. Doubt — “that terrible monosyllable: *but*” — was at the source of man’s acquisition of consciousness, of his capacity to substitute the problem for dogma. Man’s task was to multiply “the first ‘but’ into an infinite series.” The future was at once both frightening and alluring. “I negate and I affirm,” he wrote, “and I come to hurl the whole world down into a void, yet it is this same void which represents to me the richer and more complex world.”

In later years, Spirito qualified his 1937 critique of Gentilean actual idealism by realigning himself to the master, from whose actualism he had learned the most important lesson of all: the identification of philosophy with science. Spirito defined problematicism as a “constructive” or “scientific actualism,” shorn of dogmatic tendencies, now “worldly, immersed in experience.” He had been able to derive two central affirmations from Gentilean actualism: namely those of the “unity and infinity of categories, and of the theory of the act which cannot be defined because it is the act itself which defines.” The first principle articulated a new “metaphysics as science,” for the unity and infinity of categories spoke not of one philosophy with a “universal content,” but of the universal or the whole as “present in each category,” in each science. Here was the fundamental premise for the unity of philosophy with science. The second principle, as we have seen, effectively silenced the metaphysical impulse “to define and describe the whole.” If the act, as reality in becoming, is indefinable, then reality itself defies definition. The act itself defines.

The unity of philosophy with science, then, was not an abstraction in itself. The “metaphysic as science” meant that synthesis was simply not possible in higher metaphysics. Synthesis was an illusion. For the scientist was armed only with a hypothesis, and a continuing array of problems, the most urgent being how and where to apply knowledge for social use.

V. Praxis and Productivism

If Gentile thought primarily in grander terms of the ethical nation-state, Gramsci and
Spirito thought in more exact terms of society and economy. Gramsci's theory of the factory councils, as elaborated in L'Ordine Nuovo between 1919 and 1926, and Spirito's integral corporativism, as defined in Nuovi Studi, the Archivio di Studi Corporativi, and in a series of published works between 1927 and 1937, were their most powerful elaborations upon this theme. Both journals, and the theories and movements of which they were a part, were committed to a revolution of producers, and to an assimilation of class forces: the one through factory councils, the other through corporations. Inspired by their Gentilean readings of Marx, both Gramsci and Spirito came to launch two remarkable offensives, ultimately unsuccessful, aimed against the industrial and political establishments of post-World War I Italy.\(^{37}\)

Remarkably, both Gramsci and Spirito were convinced that Taylorist principles of work and organization could be revised by the proletariat for wider social application. The rationalized workplace was a measure of the self control which was necessary for the workers to govern themselves.\(^{38}\) The unavailability of Marx's 1844 Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, as well as the Grundrisse, make this alignment all the more revealing of the philosophical assumptions (call them a mental world) which Marx, Gramsci, and Spirito shared, and which was partly transmitted through Gentile's La filosofia di Marx. Emancipation through control is a formula informed by the very subject-object identification which is common to praxis thinkers.\(^{39}\) For productive labor is a premier field of practice, through which an ideal for change is projected by man onto the present and into the future. Marx understood this insight intuitively, as did the workers themselves in their struggles for self-management and control through workers' councils.

Antonio Gramsci elaborated upon his own theories of council communism and productivism in the Prison Notebooks. His discussion of "Americanism and Fordism," we know, relayed an appreciation for technical and productive collaboration within the workplace. The moral and political reforms which are so often associated with his project for cultural renewal remained firmly rooted in economic reality: the new "‘humanity and spirituality' cannot but realize themselves in the world of production and work, in productive ‘creation'," he wrote. Thanks to new methods (Americanism, Fordism, Taylorism) geared to "rationalize production and labor," Gramsci knew that the modern "planned" economy (economia programmatica) had within itself the very means by which workers' organizations, now strengthened in "self-discipline," could begin communist restructuring.\(^{40}\)

Ugo Spirito developed the idea of workers' self-management through his integral corporativism, a theory he devised, in part, at the School of Corporative Sciences at the University of Pisa, which Gramsci himself grudgingly recognized — along with Spirito's Nuovi Studi — for its positive "corporative" efforts to remake the old Italy.\(^{41}\) Spirito's 1937 treatise, La vita come ricerca, was itself a bold call upon the youth of Italy to deny the legitimacy of the fascist regime and its official orthodoxy in order to seek renewal in the life of inquiry. Spirito openly criticised the fictional corporativism and totalitarianism of the fascist state, which had lost its "universal character" by presuming omnipotence and "statolatry." Fascism was a regime of leading elites governing over the popular masses.

The corporate state, Spirito argued, urgently needed to rid itself of its "mythological
vestments," in order "to reveal itself in its more modest, tentative reality." Against bureaucracy, party, or class rule, he called for corporations of associated producers to place themselves between individuals and the state, corporations organized not one against the other, but "one within the other: hierarchically." Here was the true corporativism of Spirito’s "stato totalitario" of participation, one of collaboration through the "coordination" and "subordination" of associations according to economic and technical function.  

Against Marx’s reliance on political parties and historical necessity (the totality of domination), Spirito posed the advantages of the corporative or technocratic system (the totality of participation). If Marxian communism was born of "antitheses “particular ideologies,” and "opposing interests," Spirito’s new scientific communism was "born of the participation of all." Science now became the basis for a more perfect form of communism, enabling people to finally master their own energies and their own natural world. The division of labor and the division of the sciences were not sources of discord and disorganization. They were the bases for new forms of cooperation: prompting a whole new "conception of man which may be defined as anti-individualistic and therefore social, by which man lives and affirms himself in as much as he unifies, collaborates, and achieves all of his potential."

By way of his corporate system, Spirito believed that he had finally reconciled the needs of the individual with the needs of society and the state, a dilemma which Hegel and Marx had, presumably, never been able to fully articulate or resolve. Corporativismo was a new "hierarchic communism," and a "new type of immanentist totalitarianism" which "resolved politics into technics." Here was a system whereby people collaborated with each other according to their different degrees of competence, people now ever more equal in skill and station, given advances in automation and in universal education. Corporativism was a rationalized, streamlined revolutionary proposal.

We have already seen that both Gramsci and Spirito shared a mixed appreciation for Gentile’s actual idealism, which each criticized for its return to metaphysics and for its divorce from real practice and social action. Marxism translated into "the philosophy of the act (praxis, development), but not of the 'pure' act," wrote Gramsci, "but rather of the real 'impure' act, in the most worldly and profane sense of the word." Spirito identified Gentile’s actualism as a "metaphysic." Through problematicism "philosophy is transformed and does not want to be pure any longer, but wants to become worldly, and descend into the reality of the empirical, identifying with history or with science." Gramsci and Spirito together redefined the Gentilian metaphysical "act" as impure, worldly, "communist" act.

The communal workplace, we have seen, was an ideal field of praxis. The experimental and applied methods of the scientist were its paradigm. In contrast to the passive, sterile methods and conclusions of positivism, Gramsci defined his own kind of activist scientism in the Notebooks, not inconsistent with Labriola’s and Gentile’s views, outlined in a passage which paralleled Spirito’s own conclusions:

One might say that the typical unitary process of reality is found here in the experimental activity of the scientist, which is the first model of dialectical mediation between
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man and nature, and the elementary historical cell through which man puts himself into relations with nature by means of technology, knows her and dominates her. There can be no doubt that the rise of the experimental method separates two historical worlds, two epochs, and initiates the process of dissolution of theology and metaphysics and the process of development of modern thought whose consummation is in the philosophy of praxis. Scientific experiment is the first cell of the new method of production, of the new form of active union of man and nature. The scientist-experimenter is also a worker, not a pure thinker, and his thought is continually controlled by practice and vice versa, until there is formed the perfect unity of theory and practice.  

The whole of Spirito’s problematicism was an elaboration, in a sense, upon this passage written by Gramsci between 1932 and 1933, long before Spirito himself would have access to the published Notebooks. The notion that applied science would be the highest expression of the unity between theory and practice in advanced communist society was itself alien neither to Marx, Gramsci, nor Spirito. For under communism, the highest stage of social development, devoid of politics and politicians, applied science was to serve the new economics of liberation. Man was to begin to fully master nature through collective effort. Like Marx, Gramsci did not view technical education as demeaning for the future communist intellectual precisely because it would ground him in practical, scientific work. Spirito was correct in his assessment that, “in effect, the great metaphysical merit of Marx was precisely in giving a scientific character to philosophy and in wanting to realize exactly a communism that would find its foundation in science.”

VI. The Gramscian and Spiritian Critiques

These shared theoretical assumptions were overcome by a unique conjuncture of events: for Gramsci, the defeat of the factory-council movement and the need to create a strong Communist Party in response, for Spirito, the fascist statization of corporativism and the need to establish more genuine forms of self-management in turn. If Gramsci became preoccupied with party and hegemony, Spirito turned away from them altogether. Let me suggest the following, tentative formula: Gramsci responded to a historical problematic with a closed system; Spirito responded to a closed system with his own problematicism. Gramsci, having first identified a problematic between socialist theory and practice, went on to compose a systematic solution for himself, in part using categories from Gentilean, Crocean, and Marxist thought. Spirito, on the other hand, having first accepted a systematic philosophy for himself in actual idealism (as embodied in Italian fascism), went on to critique its internal contradictions, and to devise a general theory of problematicism in response.

Against Gentile and Spirito, Gramsci posited “spirit” — the “unitary process of reality,” the victory of science — as a “point of arrival” rather than as a point of departure or “unitary presupposition” (what Gramsci wrote by way of introduction to the previous long quotation). A marked pessimism and preoccupation with contradiction infiltrated Gramsci’s writings after the defeat of the council movement and the rise of fascism. Thus oppressed by forces beyond his immediate control, Gramsci could not speak of objectivity per se, but only of the “struggle for objectivity (to free oneself from partial and fallacious ideologies).” Marxism was “con-
sciousness full of contradictions,” meaning that it was “tied to necessity” and not to a ‘freedom’ which does not exist and, historically, cannot yet exist.” Marxism was an ideology born of contradictions, an instrument devised to overcome them, and would therefore only disappear with the contradictions themselves. The Marxist, wrote Gramsci, “cannot escape from the present field of contradictions, he cannot affirm, other than generically, a world without contradictions, without immediately creating a utopia.”

Here was the basis of Gramsci’s own critique of Spirito’s scientific communism, which was seen to be divorced from class contradictions and which was seen to postulate a class collaboration which had no grounding in “effective reality.” Gramsci recognized Spirito as the false prophet of Marx’s advanced communism. But this insight itself reveals the kind of organization which Gramsci himself believed advanced communism would entail, call it council communism or corporativism. “The utopia of Spirito,” he wrote, lay in “confusing the State with regulated society,” lay in equating his own corporativism (which was really “class Statism” or capitalism) with communism. Gramsci was identifying Spirito with fascist corporativism (class Statism) in 1931-1932, at the same time that Spirito was beginning to define himself against this very system, redefining corporativism in his own terms, which denied the class statism to which Gramsci referred, and which more closely approximated the “regulated society” of advanced communism.

True, Gramsci’s new formulas made more room for party politics, but only at the expense of the more open council communism and culture-building of his early years. The realm of necessity now became a moment of contradiction and struggle rather than moment of engagement and control of nature. If Spirito bypassed the transitional socialism of Marx altogether, the problem of Marx’s choice of means was compounded in Gramsci, in that he advocated a unique kind of proletarian cultural hegemony for the purpose of eradicating classes. Gramsci understood ideology, in the “good sense,” as a necessary and valid category within the philosophy of praxis. Speaking of such ideologies, “they ‘organize’ human masses,” he wrote, “and create the terrain on which men move, acquire consciousness of their position, struggle, etc.” The tasks of Gramscian Marxism were to replace feudal culture with modern culture, to educate the uneducated, to fight ideology with ideology. He called for new and sophisticated proletarian superstructures to consolidate proletarian ranks.

A key component of this new strategy was the theory of hegemony itself, together with all the colorful notions within its orbit: the “philosophy of praxis,” “modern prince,” “ethical state,” “national-popular collective will,” “progressive totalitarianism,” “ethico-political moment,” “absolute historicism.” These were highly mobile metaphors, part of a national ground of new ideas, upon whose forms Gramsci superimposed new functions. To define the parentage of any one of these concepts, thereby connecting Gramsci to Labriola, or to Croce, or to Gentile, is a complex task (perhaps not even possible, or useful). Yet if, by Gramsci’s own admonition, the “anti-Croce” (meaning critical appropriation of Croce’s ideas for Italian communism) must also be an “anti-Gentile,” the manner by which he articulated this opposition requires some study. And opposition, in the case of four thinkers who spoke both for and against each other, can only mean a mixed process of reception and rejection. Such “effects of
Chiaroscuro in the picture, which are necessary for a greater relief,” in Gramsci’s words, are precisely what are missing from the literature on Gramsci. The honest critique, true to the sources and to the history, must ask: how was the anti-Croce also a pro-Gentile; and in turn, the pro-Croce an anti-Gentile? At present, let me propose some methodological limits for such a project.

Gramsci’s crude polemics with Gentile, and critical deference to Croce, which have too often been accepted at face value, should not mislead us. Rather we should ask, what accounts for the lack of balance between the simple anti-Gentile and the sophisticated anti-Croce? Political exigencies, no doubt, together with his own set of priorities, precluded Gramsci from engaging in an undistorted review of actual idealism and integral corporatism, those self-proclaimed components of fascist ideology. The “anti-Gentile” of the prison writings (under which we may subsume Gramsci’s “anti-Spirito” as well) revealed Gentile’s Hegelianism, his ethical state, his totalitarianism, his corporatism to be false and hollow: so much “verbalism,” so many “banal sophisms.” Gentile and Spirito fell conveniently under the rubric of “economic-corporatism,” a self-serving dictatorship over society and culture by way of brute force and the fiction of corporativist legitimacy. These may have been effective political polemics, but they did not match with the philosophical rigor and the seriousness of effort accorded to Croce, nor with Gramsci’s open, critical appropriation of Crocean principles. Gramsci, like Togliatti after him, became unable “to distinguish the thinker” in Gentile “from the political bandit,” to distinguish “the writer of pedagogical books from the camerista, the corruptor of all of Italian intellectual life; to distinguish the philosopher from the traitor of the fatherland.”

Gramsci had good reason to be so harsh on Gentile. For Gentile had compromised his philosophy by identifying it with fascist ideology, leaving politics stale and oppressive. In Gramsci’s mind, Gentile posed the false, a priori, purely verbal and abstract unity of teacher to student, elite to mass, state to individual: a crude, linear unity. Gramsci, in contrast, joined with Croce in appreciating the finer and more tenacious distinctions of “historical reality”: from partial ideologies, to real contradictions, to ideological divisions, all operative in contemporary state and society. Only the more judicious unity of theory with practice, philosophy with politics, which Marxism would carry to completion through creation of an integral, ethical community, could hope to erase these distinctions. Gramsci posed an a posteriori unity of party with mass, superstructure with structure: the true unity of reciprocity. Thus Gentile became an appropriate stationary target; Croce providing some of the ammunition for attack.

Gramsci’s own standard, that “identity of terms does not mean identity of concepts,” is an appropriate reference point. For throughout the prison writings, Gentilean insights and concepts (primarily from La filosofia di Marx) were fitted into a new Gramscian framework. Simple comparisons between the two thinkers violate this reality. Yet the extent to which the concepts of “philosophy of praxis,” “ethical state,” “totalitarianism,” “national-popular collective will” owe their inspiration to Gentile, or are elaborations after him, remains a subject worthy of more theoretical and philological research, as well as discussion. That the “philosophy of praxis” was an “interpretation of Gentilean actualism,” Gramsci himself admitted in the prison writings, was “perhaps” more than just a “question of terminology.”

We also need to pick up the trail of history where the trail of the text leaves off. For
throughout the 1920s and 1930s Gentile and his young actualist followers exercised a remarkable “hegemony” over Italian culture: legislating the powerful reform of education between 1922 and 1924, creating the Enciclopedia italiana, publishing the Giornale critico della filosofia italiana and Educazione fascista, defining the limits of corporativist debate at the Ferrara Congress of 1932, contributing philosophical works on actualism—all with varying degrees of loyalty to, and influence on, Italian fascism.66

Gramsci’s prison writings on historical materialism and Crocean philosophy, on philosophy and politics were, in fact, direct challenges to Gentile’s dominant “philosophy-ideology.” He sought to construct a true hegemony against the false. And what better ally—“counterfoil,” in Gramsci’s words—to use in this struggle than Croce himself, Gentile’s onetime collaborator and friend, and longtime philosophical and political adversary. Togliatti would act as Gramsci’s reliable surrogate in this project. Remarkably, one week after Gentile’s assassination by communist partisans in April 1944, Togliatti celebrated the “execution” of this “traitor,” calling on the Italian people “to destroy without mercy all the roots of the betrayal.” Four years later, Togliatti would approve for publication the first of several edited portions of the prison writings, entitled Il materialismo storico e la filosofia di Benedetto Croce—part of the continuing process of uprooting Gentile’s legacy, if even in Gramsci’s own thought.67

To the extent that, in subtle ways, Gentilean principles may have informed Gramsci’s Marxism, from its anti-positivism to its anti-Croce, we are left with a not-so-subtle irony. Here was not simply a Gramscian strategy responding to the fascist hegemony over culture, but a Communist strategy born from the very neo-Hegelian idealism which that fascism, however falsely in Gramsci’s view, now called its own. Spirito himself had little patience for all this talk of hegemony and ideology, and would not have found the irony very surprising. According to his critique, Gramsci’s ethico-political formulas, proletarian superstructures, and heavy abstractions amounted to a Marxism that was more burdensome than liberating. Communism’s verbal formations were, to Spirito, as exalted and menacing as fascism’s. Party and State were simply anachronistic terms for Spirito, who believed that ideals could only become alive in people, gathered together in corporative association. “Ideology divides,” he wrote, “but science unites.”68

The very contradictions in Gramsci’s thought—between council and party communism, human will and historical necessity, liberty and authority, participation and hegemony, superstructure and structure—are proof enough that “ideology divides.” To define such antinomies is a mark, not surprisingly, of the conventional reading.69 The degree to which Gramsci lost touch with the factory-council movement (the economics of liberation), drawing ever nearer to party politics and relying on both Gentile’s and Croce’s philosophical language, speaks of a slide into closure, into the politics of dominance: rule by the few in the name of the many. The Spiritian critique highlights the degree to which Gramsci’s mediating categories and abstractions were a part of such a dialectic of synthesis.

VII. Conclusion: the Gramscian Problematic

Such a discussion of the antinomies in Antonio Gramsci’s thought may contribute more
confusion than clarity to our understanding of the man and his works. Antinomies, after all, are too easily identified, and tend to simplify and distort Gramsci’s highly textured works. In the first place, we need to remember that his mediating categories were either functions of the demands of the moment (hence prone to some exaggeration) or of the isolated and difficult prison environment in which he labored (hence prone to abstraction). More importantly, to preoccupy ourselves with fixed categories of contradiction is to disregard the very philosophy of praxis which informed Gramsci’s thought: Marxism as a “dialectical progression never definite nor perfect.” For every “pessimism of the intellect” which presented itself, Gramsci responded with an “optimism of the will.” His concepts find a unity in his theoretical system which is more actualist than dialectical, and which is therefore more open to creative application in and through time. This concept of praxis, of unity through reciprocity — that reciprocity which is human action in history — is precisely the one concept which is reducible between the young Gentile and the elder Gramsci.60

Gramsci’s communism, combining both the economics and the politics of liberation, was not a fixed formula, but a statement of personal conviction, reflecting Gramsci’s own actualist mindset, which made for a unique blend of self-confidence and self-correction. Thus we would do more justice to Gramsci by understanding the problematics in his thinking rather than the antinomies. To comprehend Gramsci’s rejection of simple materialism is to comprehend his rejection of simple productivism as well. The victory of labor was not only a matter of man taking control of the workplace, but required education and cultural reorientation, both of which would determine the quality of emancipation. Gramsci knew that techniques of production could not become emancipatory by way of new productive relations alone (Spirito’s simplified rational project) but needed reinforcement. The Gentilean philosophy of man helped to teach Gramsci perhaps his most important lesson of all: that education is the highest form of praxis, both for the educator and the educated, which unite in the integral person and integral community. Gramsci’s philosophical anthropology may be best summarized in his own terms: “Man is aristocratic in so far as man is a serf.” To educate the serf is to abolish the aristocrat.61

Ironically, this latter insight may be what makes Gramsci so appealing to intellectuals and professors in our own day, who take up a leading place for themselves in his revolutionary process. Hegemony, war of position, historical bloc (sometimes summarized as the bases for a “pedagogic dictatorship”) are concepts which have, without a doubt, reinvigorated academic communities. Less sympathetic critics cannot help but mistrust Gramsci’s processes altogether, immersed as they seem to be within the politics of transition, certainly the most politicized phase in Marxian thinking. These kinds of readings help to explain why most of the available literature on Gramsci’s political theory speaks more about the interpreters, less so about the theory itself. Gramsci’s problematic, in effect, becomes our own, born either of an excess of enthusiasm or cynicism on the part of those of us who read and write about him.

Thus to disregard the implications of praxis and actualist thinking, by imposing our own meanings on Gramsci’s words, is to impose contradictions as well. Before we try to assign meanings, then, perhaps we ought first to learn how to read Gramsci, not only in terms of
historical context, but in reference to the philosophy of praxis, the one concept which unlocks the broader network of Gramscian meanings. To the extent that these meanings contain a certain spaciousness and dynamism, they owe as much to Gentile as to Marx, Labriola, or Croce.

To read Gramsci in these contexts and these terms is to engage, unavoidably, in a polemic. For Gentile’s loyal attachment to the fascist regime remains a source of controversy. Yet Gentile was a central player within the neo-Hegelian, idealist tradition, within which Gramsci himself belongs. The points of correspondence between Italian communism and fascism are as well defined as the points of political opposition. What are givens have only become provocative. We need to broach past polemics, then, in order to lead us out of our own, with the hope that these reflections on Marxism and Italian political culture will not so much spark a partisan defense of Gramsci, as promote an openness to new voices, and to new readings.
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37 The relationship between these two Offensives had its political as well as theoretical manifestations. Gramsci reached out on several occasions to Left Fascist elements (of whom Ugo Spirito counted himself as one), in an attempt to broaden the military and mass base of the Communist Party. See Paolo Spriano, “Gramsci, il fascismo e gli arditì del popolo,” in Critica marxista Quaderni 3 (1967), pp. 175-199; Gramsci, Writings, 1921-1926, pp. 56-58, 308-309, 402-407; Spriano, Storia del partito, pp. 133-134, 139-151, and Davidson, Intellectual Biography, pp. 191-192. Left Fascists, in turn, took a keen interest in Gramsci’s productivist ordinovismo. See the text and notes in Antonio Gramsci, Letters from Prison, trans. by Lynne Lawner (New York: Harper and Row, 1973), pp. 204-206; Giuseppe Prezzolini, La cultura italiana (Florence:
La Voce, 1923), pp. 120-122. The exigencies of political and ideological opposition, however, rendered impossible any forms of viable cooperation between Left Fascism and Bolshevikist Communism, regardless of theoretical affinities.


40 Gramsci, Quaderni, vol. 2, pp. 862, 1137-1138, and vol. 3, pp. 2139; as well as vol. 3, 2147-2150, 2165-2169.


42 Spirito, La vita, pp. 194-197, 236-237, 200-207.


47 Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, pp. 405, 445-446.


52 Ibid., vol. 2, pp. 1049, 1245, 1306, 1370. Palmiro Togliatti, "La fine di Giovanni Gentile," in Opere scelte, ed. by G. Santomassimo (Rome: Riuniti, 1974), pp. 328-329. This unwillingness to separate the philosophical Gentile from the political Gentile — indeed the unwillingness to read all of his works as a coherent whole, the good with the bad — sets an unfortunate standard for even some of the present-day scholarship.


Both Nemeth, *Gramsci’s Philosophy*, and Del Noce, *Suicidio* provide points of reference and provocation for discussion. Indeed, Del Noce claims that Gentile and Gramsci converge precisely “at the idea of a rational-popular collective will,” in *Suicidio*, p. 195. Gramsci’s admission is in the *Quaderni*, vol. 2, p. 1210.


Gramsci referred to Croce and Croceanism as a “matrice” or counterfoil to Gentilean actualism in the *Quaderni*, vol. 2, p. 1223. See Togliatti, “La fine di Giovanni Gentile.”


Budi-Glucksman, *Gramsci and the State*, pp. 363, 374, left little room for discussion when she wrote: Gramsci’s “position in philosophy coincides with Labriola’s. Contrary to several of his commentators, certain of whom incidentally end up in a monstrous confusion of philosophical naiveté and error, the Gramscian concept of praxis is irreducible to the Gentilean identity of subject and object.” Maurizio Finocchiaro wrote in a more reasoned, but equally strident tone: “the diversity between Gentile’s thought and Gramsci’s cannot be undermined by the similar sounding conclusions to which they arrive,” in *Dialectical Thought*, p. 257, which quoted from Nicola Matteucci’s *Antonio Gramsci e la filosofia della prassi* (Milan: Giuffrè, 1951) for support.
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